UA Cancels Lobby Group Connections

BY ARTHUR D. RUCKER
The Student Assembly (UA) Monday terminated its membership in a group seeking a lobbying organization. Since saving SLS, UA now has 34 members with 38 members allowed in the group. The decision was based on the recommendation of Student Assembly 

The group's decision was based on the recommendation of the Student Assembly and the Student Assembly.

The Student Assembly is a group seeking a lobbying organization to save SLS. This group is being invited to join the Student Assembly.
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Growing Computer Crime Problem

Cited at Annenberg Colloquium

BY DAVID B. COHEN
In the University Daily Funding scandal, the senior management of the University was found to be demanding a $7.5 million raise for the computer to steal the huge Reader's Digest subscription list in order to sell the list. An extremely common misuse, he said, is the theft of medical records or financial information which are new.

The second type of computer crime
Morgan cited in this article is a breach of computer service. As Morgan explained in his article, this is the most important type of computer crime. He said it is the most important because it is the type of crime that is the most difficult to detect. While this type of computer crime is the most common, he said, it is the type of crime that is the most difficult to detect.

The third type is the brute force method. If you're thinking about how to br强力 your food reserves, a new

Many Dermatologists Profit

From HUP Acre Research

BY LESLIE POSNOCK
In certain areas of the country, most notably California and Florida, susceptibility to acne has increased dramatically. This increase in acne has been attributed to the increase in the use of computers by the public.

What's Your Beef, Inc.

has opened a student run butcher shop on the University City Holiday Inn, located at 300 Chestnut Street.

Fatt of the Land is Now Kosher

At Student-Run Butcher Shop

BY JONATHAN GREEN
Many local supermarkets in the town of Robertsdale have a separate section for kosher meats and chicken. The store is owned and operated by Robert Lee Morgan, a former student of the University of Wisconsin. Morgan, a philosopher, said that he decided to open the store because "when I was in college, I felt that there was no way to buy kosher meat and kosher chicken that was not contaminated with the meat of other animals." Morgan said he decided to open the store because he felt there was no way to buy kosher meat and kosher chicken that was not contaminated with the meat of other animals.

Lecture

Note: In lieu of heat and television, David Freist will speak at a special lecture Wednesday night at 8:00 in the main auditorium.

University of Pennsylvania

1985
WHY STUDY FOR YEARS —
THERE'S AN EASIER WAY!

Get your degree today! Same name — Philosophy, Dance, Exercise, etc. — but happier because you understand the importance and value of your work. 

[Address and contact information]

Starting this week on Channel 3 —
an early morning FAS television class for credit!

"The World Around The Revolution"

(History 378TV)

• A brand new FAS course starting now!
• Self-paced; watch it every week at
  6:15 a.m., or at all once in the
  Audio Visual Center.

For more information: CGS, 210 Logan Hall, Ext. 726.

Add this course now!

Connaissance Presents
DAVID FROST
Speaking On

The Interviews

Wed., Oct 12
Irvine Auditorium
8 P.M.
FREE

Contact Lens Specialist
Dr. Leon Bluemilder
Call Walthall

Xerox Copies
16 copies original — $4.50
10 and up per original 6 cents

Campus Copy Center
2001 Walnut Street
530-3250
Next to Rushmore Student Center

Lowest Prices on Campus
news in brief

SYRIA REJECTS PEACE CONFERENCE PROPOSAL—Syria and yesterday that it would accept East peace talks if the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is not represented. The statement, which contains a non-committal rejoinder to the American offer of a new Geneva conference, was made in an interview by Syria's foreign minister.

CONGRESS TOLD REPORTS MAY HINDER CONTROL, CANAL—Having a gloomy picture of declining American military power, retired Admiral Elmo Zumwalt predicted yesterday that the Soviet Union may someday control the Panama Canal. Zumwalt added, however, that "it will take them even longer" if the new treaties are ratified. Zumwalt and Gen. Maxwell Taylor, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, both testified in favor of the controversial accords.

PSYCHOLOGIST SAYS CHILDREN MAY IMITATE T.V. VIOLENCE—A psychologist whose testimony would have supported a Florida youth's "insanity by television-intoxication" defense in a Miami murder trial said yesterday that T.V. violence can cause some children to imitate what they see. The psychologist, whose testimony was to have testified last week in Ronny Zamora's trial, but Judge Paul Baker refused to let her testify because he limited testimony to evidence that it will boycott Middle East peace talks if the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is not represented. The statement, which contains a non-committal rejoinder to the American offer of a new Geneva conference, was made in an interview by Syria's foreign minister.

The Northern Ireland peace movement. Norwegian Nobel committee to Betty Williams and Mairead Corrigan, leaders of Amnesty International, a worldwide organization that fights man's inhumanity to man. In addition, a delayed 1976 Peace Prize was awarded by the
Letters to the Editor

Innuendo is No Substitute For Objective Journalism

I read Dave Lieber’s “An Interview with the Governor” (Sept. 27) and couldn’t help but wonder about the quality of his reporting. He interviews anyone with some charisma and charm, and then builds a case that’s essentially based on personal political biases.

Lieber states that his goal is to “expose the lies” (op-ed, Sept. 20), but when he quoted me last week in his column, he presented it as if I had lied to him. When I pointed out that this was a misquote, he sat down, patiently explained that my comment had been a “misquote” and that he would print a correction. He did so, quite nicely.

In his column about the University of Pennsylvania’s Middle East Studies Program (Sept. 17), Lieber quoted me as saying that the program “cooperates” with the Iranian government. He further added that I supported their studies in Iran.

I hope university authorities will contact Lieber to verify his facts and correct the inaccuracies.

FRED A. BINDER

By Jonathan Powell

The Mystery of British Corruption

The only difference lies in the fact that corrupt politicians are discovered in this country, and have to resign. The number of expedi- tious claims on American Front pages is a hopeful sign.
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Acne Treatment

(Continued from page 1)

The Senate Committee was charged Friday to "organize the tenor of the Trustees' report on the appointment of the provost," the charge states. The Senate Committee will be asked to join the people whom the committee and Lucid will be ex-officio members.

Kravis, economics professor and especially on "the appointment of methods for faculty consultation, a healthy profit for those involved."

It continues to recommend better responsibility of exploring, appointment of the Center for Aging. The Steering Committee of Trustees in June of 1971.
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It was in the fall of 1973 that Peter Dickie, a freshman veteran from Westport, Conn, first began to appreciate the intensity of a Pop Warner season. The game was coming off 6-4, a margin that the players in the St. Peter's Pop Warner League could only dream of. The group was so small that they captured the Pop League title and then went on to claim the quarterfinals of the NCAA playoffs before dropping a heartbreaker to Howard in the finals.

“Perhaps one of the most formative experiences of my life was the intense competition that was present in Pop Warner football,” Dickie said. “I learned that with hard work and dedication, success was within our reach.”

The Pop Warner League has a rich history in the community, dating back to the early 1900s when the game was introduced to the area. The league has produced many successful players who went on to play at the highest levels of football, including the NFL.

To this day, Pop Warner football remains a popular and beloved part of the community, providing young athletes with the opportunity to learn the game and develop important life skills. The league continues to thrive and grow, inspiring new generations of players to follow in the footsteps of those who came before them.